
Words to Spell and Read

1. cow how bow bowed bowing

2. down town downtown clown frown

3. frowned frowning scowl scowling drown

4 drowned brown crowd crowded drowsy

5. tower towering flower flowers shower

6. showering power powerful powerfully flour

7. couch couches round around pound

8. found cloud cloudy loud proud

9. proudly crouch crouches mouth amount

10. count countdown counter house blouse

11. housing mouse mice shout about

Review Words

12. burn returned curves purses nature

13. turkey point rejoices apartment farmer

Challenge Words to Read

14. surround surrounding announce announcement pronounce

15. bouncing account accountant pronounce mispronounce
 

Lesson 12. A

Sample Lesson



Words to Spell and Read

1. clown frown frowned frowning drown

2. drowned scowl scowling crowd crowded

3. drowsy tower towering flower flowers

4 shower showering power powerful powerfully

5. flour round around surround surrounded

6. pound pounding proud proudly crouch

7. crouches amount count countdown counter

8. account discount discounted house housing

9. mouse mice blouse noun pronoun

10. shout shouting hound cloud cloudy

11. about bounce bouncing mouth bough

Review Words

12. nurses returned surprised picture adventure

13. nature disappointed employer spoiled completion

Challenge Words to Read

14. announce announcement pronounce renounce mispronounce

15. accountant pronunciation astounding adjacent mispronunciation
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Lesson 12. A

Name

Directions: Add prefixes and suffixes to the root word and write the new word 
in the box.

Root Word Add:    -ing Add:    -ed Add:    -s

frown

count

crowd

shout

Root Word Add:    -s Root Word Add:    -ful

flower power

Sample Lesson



Name

Directions: Add prefixes and suffixes to the root word and write the new word 
in the box.

Root Word     -ing     -s -ed

frown

drown

pound

scowl

crowd

Root Word    -ful     -ful and -ly

power

Root Word    a- sur- sur- and -ed

round

Root Word     -er dis- and -ed -down

count
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